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*Hands Full of Words: 
fJ~pt~ring. the Ri~he.s· 
Of ~S·~gn Language 

By Bart Barnes 
'(J~11on }>oot6tarl Wrlttr 

Two decades ago when Wil
liam C. Stokoe, newly hired as · 
chairman of the . English de
partment at Gallaudet College, 
first proposed a .lihguistic anal
ysis of .sign language, his pro
fessionaJ..colleagues thought hti 
was crazy. 

Although sign language .had 
been the primary means of 
communication . among the 
deaf for ·more than a century 
and a half, it was strictly 
barred in some schools for the 
deaf and discouraged or ne
glected in most others. While 
its use . by students out of class 
was tolerated, sign language 
was almost universally ignored . 
by educators of the deaf and 
there were few who took it se
riously as a legitimate · lan
guage. 
· "They told me my job was to 

teach them English," recalled 
Stokoe (pronounced Sto-kee). 
"Even some of the deaf people 
on the faculty thought I was 
out of my skull. All the experts 

were saying, 'Sign language 
can be ignored. It is not a Ian· 
guage.'" 

Now, almo$t 20 years later, 
there has been a 180-degrne 
turnaround. · 

Despite his colleagues' 
skepticism, Stokoe pressed 
ahead with his idea and in 1960 
produced the first linguistic 
analysis of sign language as 
part of a series on studies in Jin. 

See DEAF, Page 10, Col. I 
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Southeast Neighborhood 
House in Anacostia, which will 
celebrate 50 years of operation in 
Apr~,-~early ~h~. it~ doo;s .f~~ 

ber of the eommunity-based so
cial service agencies, said, "There 
is a funding crunch and this is 
causing problems for every· 
body." 
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·Hands Frill of JltoPds: Explofing, ·ihe 
.DEAF, Fro~ P,age 1 y.ears at · Wells C()llege. When Stokoe and elsewhere, began studying the lin- ·To study U 

&tarted at GallaudEit, tb,e ·college ·had '_ guistics oti;~gn language. -' . guage, StokO! 

. nutstic.s published by the.the .. State Uni· . . just embarked onJm ambitious .cam- ;, Stokoe_began p,ublisbin:g a qµarterly hours exami.1;1 
;ersity of New y ork at Buffalo: . paign . to upgrade its {acuity ,and aca- journal ~ailed ' Sign Language Stud- language cor, 

demic :Program. ... · ies," - ~m·d there is currently a backlog or in~re pers~i 
· -For most of the last.19 years_, suppor- ' StokQe's Pnly previous contact with of articles submitted for publication. · · "The &igns 
ted by gtants from the National Sci· · the deaf had been~ deaf blacksmith in · Increasingly, hearing people 'began to· occur'in the ·· 
ence Foundation and the Center for the town where he grew up.. develop an interest in ·learning sign. in an Englisl 
Applied Linguistics, be h.as continued .., . "I _ did..~) know any sign ·1a:nguage, language, and each year .scores of occur in diffel 
bis research. on bis own at firsLand,___Jntt when I brought in a piece of farm · courses in sign language are offered "A sign ser 
later~ direc,or of Gallaudet's Linguis- machinery he was able to communi· throughout the Washington area. signs for wo1 
tics Research Lab. · cate to me whet-t);er-or-not-he--eouldfix . "It is a very sophisticated language," the English: s. 

. ·· . it," said Stokt>e.• · said Stokoe. "Sign language is not Eng- sentence may 
"What _Bill and bis ~olle_agues b~_ve One -of the first things · Stokoe--did lish, any more than French is English. English sent.. 

been say1~g and prov~~g- IS that sign after -arriving at Gallaudet was to take People used to think there were cer- word. 
language IS a language, says Ray~ond a crash course in sign language. He tain features it didn't have. Now "Sign langli 
Trybus, dean of the Research Institute had not been on the campus long be- researchers are discovering those fea- rules ai; well 
at Gallaudet. ''It has everything a Ian- fore he became fascinated 'With sign tures all the time." · cabulary of s 
guage has. Ith~ vocabulary, gr~mmar language as a potential topic of serious Unlike other handicapped people, con of sign d 
and syntax. It is .a language which de- - academic scrutiny but his was a lonely Stokoe observed, the deaf constitute a lexicon of E 
fines a community and it is worthy of effort at first. ' · special community not tin.like a sepa· unique set o 
respect )ust like any other language. "I used to feel like somebody stand- rate ethnic group, in large measure be- language con: 

"Not long ago, sign language was Ing alone on the beach shouting, 'Hey, cause they-have their own language. for making st 
looked down on as something deaf I've got something interest~g here!' "Having a common language joins tions, non-sta 
people did because they couldn't do but nobody was listening. It felt Jike .· people with the strongest of bonds," tions or the c 
anr better. Now it is a legitimate topic the things I w.as study.ing and he wrote in a recent article. "One of guage." 
l>l academic investigation. All of that researching were of no interest to any· the most-important uses of language is While cur1 
can be attributed to the work started one." the formation and preservation of so- build a case fc 
by Bill Stokoe."-- ; Gradually, during the decade of the cial groups .... The deaf constitute a guage as a lar 

1970s, it all began to change. Deaf social group both by the difference of also bas uncc 
A graduate of Cornell, Stokoe, 59, pride and qeaf awareness groups or- not bearing, but even more by the so· - ties between i 

came to Gallaudet·'-in 1955 after nine ganized. Other scholars, at Gallaudet cial workin of Ian ua e." ken Ian 'ua e. 
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To study the intricacies of sign Ian- . Stokoe, for example, has found that The bulk of · Stokoe's work has fo. 
guage, Stokoe bas spent thousands· of "persons of the same age group sign . cused on Americ~n Sign Langu~ge or • 
hours exami'!)ing in minute' detai}'~ign alike" and that persons of the SC}rile sex Ameslan, based in part on work done 
Ianguag~ conve~tions betweer( ,two sign•' more alike .. · Other ·researchers with deaf people in Fran¢~in the' 18th . 
Qr more persons. . · · . . · · · . st(l..dying the smn language patterns of century. But there are two otber forms , · 
, "The signs -in a ·sign· sentence may ·. bfa'¢k ·and white ·deaf peopfo ·in' the' of manual communication commonly · 
occur .in the same order as the words' Deep ·south have·found.signing differ·· used by deaf people in the .United 
in an English sentenc.e or . they .. _may enc~, comparable .to different .dialects . ~ta~es. One iS finger spelling; the other 
occur in different order," he writes. · of .a .spoken language. They have also · ~ .. interpretation of spoken ·. English 

''A sign sentence may seem td oµiit · ; .fdund that sign language is different mto manual signs. But Ulilike Ameri
signs for word!! that are essential· in in different countries of the world just can Sign Language, neit}l:er form has 
the Englisk sentence. Again, the sign · as spoken language is different. 1 an independent linguistic base.· · . 
senten.ce may have ~igns_ for . which the Moreover, says Stokoe, "It is more A resiqent of Silver Spring, Stokoe is 
English sentence .has no equivalent than· an hand language...,.. it is body, married and the father of two chil
word. . face and eyes." . · . dren. His son, James S. Stokoe, is an 

"Sign language grammar bas its own The simple sentence, "I saw what he architect . and .. his ... daugMer, Helen 
rules as well as its own lexicon, or-w----was-doing," Stokoe noted, could mean, Marie Stokoe Phillips, judges Scottish 
cabulary of signs; and rules and lexi- with the eyes focus~ differently, "he fiddling competitions. Stokoe himself 
con of sign differ from-the-rules and saw whatl was doing." plays the bagpipes for amusement and 
lexicon of English . . . . There is a And, as with any . other language, entertainment. 
unique set of rules for making sign sign language is always changing. At. Gallaudet, he no longer teaches 
language constructions just as there is "There is evidence of rapid and wide- Enghsh but has developed a course in 
for making standard English construe- spread change in the 200 years since ·"socio-linguistics," which he ·describes 
tions, non-standard English construe- the sign language behavior of the deaf as ·the ethnography of speaking. "We 
tions or the · constructio~ of any Ian- was recognized and partially · recor- try to look at what kinds of sodal fac-
guage." ~· ded," Stokoe said last year'in a revised -· tors, nonlinguistic factors influence .· -

While current research{ tends to and updated version of his first lin- the way we use language," he said. 
build a case for recognitioJi.ef sign Ian- guistic analysis of American Sign Lan· "The study of sign language," he 
guage as a language in its own right, it guage. "Even in the relatively small continued, "is basic to the study of au 
also has uncovered common similari~ .· amount of sign data observed in this language. Babies communicate with 

. ties bet\yeen sign language and all spo- study, there is evidence of structural their faces, and their eyes and their 
ken Ian ua e. · . · chan e." bodies long before they use words." 
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